
N just her second career start, and three weeks

after making a highly impressive debut at the

Qatar Goodwood Festival, Threading produced

an exciting display to land the Group 2

Lowther Stakes at York on August 24.

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Exceed and Excel filly

had been an impressive winner of the valuable six-furlong

fillies’ maiden at Goodwood at the beginning of the month.

In desperate conditions following the first-day deluge on

the Downs, she slammed a decent field there, pulling six

lengths clear of the field in the final furlong under William

Buick.

Immediately after the Goodwood race, connections were

quick to point out that they were keeping their feet on the

ground as to future plans for the filly. In such unusual

ground conditions, it’s often wise to wait and see how the

form works out.

Supplementary

That said, just six days prior to the Lowther it was

decided to aim Threading at the race, and the filly was duly

given a supplementary entry at a cost of £15,000. After

William Buick’s unfortunate injury in America, James

Doyle took over in the saddle on the

Knavesmire.

Prior to the race, Aidan O’Brien’s

Actress, winner of the Group 3

Anglesey Stakes and beaten just two

lengths in the Group 1 Phoenix Stakes,

looked a worthy favourite, with the

Listed winner Madeline and the

American challenger Happy Like A

Fool live contenders. As widely

anticipated, Frankie Dettori sent Happy

Like A Fool into the lead on the far side

of the course. 

Threading was prominent among

those tracking the leader, but really got

going with two furlongs to run when

James asked her to take closer order.

Joining Happy Like A Fool with a

furlong to run, Threading soon gained

the upper hand and kept on strongly to

score by a length and three-quarters

from Madeline, with Mamba Noire a

further three-quarters of a length back

in third. 

This was a thoroughly professional performance from

Threading, despite her relative inexperience, and it was

interesting to note that Johnny Murtagh, speaking on ITV

Racing ,commented that you could call her as the winner

from a furlong and a half out. That impression of the winner

was confirmed by James Doyle.

“I didn’t want to give Frankie (on Happy Like A Fool)

too much rope,” explained James after the race, “and so I

got there a bit early, but she’s a typical one of Mark’s, and

toughed it out well. She rides like an older horse and is very

push-button. 

“She jumped well, sat a couple of lengths off the pace,

eased into it and knuckled down well late on. She is very

professional.”

Mark said of Darley’s new star filly: “She’s a lovely,

straightforward horse and has done nothing but please us

from day one. She pulled away at the finish and that bodes

well for the future. You’d have to start thinking about the

Cheveley Park Stakes after that, but nothing has been

discussed and there’s no plan.”

Threading is Mark’s first winner of the Lowther, a race

established in 1946 in memory of Hugh Lowther, the 5th

Earl of Lonsdale. Over the years the race has been won by

some exceptional fillies, such as Culture Vulture, Niche,
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Harayir, Russian Rhythm, Nahoodh and Tiggy Wiggy.

In the immediate aftermath of this year’s race, Threading

was given quotes ranging from 12/1 to 33/1 for next year’s

1,000 Guineas. 

“She stayed the (Lowther) trip very well,” commented

Mark, “and the Guineas would be in our minds. That’s the

dream for the moment.”

Time alone will tell, but there’s no doubting the impact

made on the racing scene by this exciting filly.

OWTHER GLORY
win with Group 2 on the Knavesmire

Clockwise from top left: Deirdre gives
Threading a pat; MJR groom Hari Singh
Bhati holds the winner; Godolphin’s Jim
Clarke, right, receives the owner’s trophy on
behalf of Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed
from Sky Bet’s CEO Richard Flint; Threading
and James Doyle win the Lowther Stakes.
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